
Chapter 3 Test Review



10 Questions
5 Non-Calculator (1-5)
5 Calculator (6-10)



#1 – Section 1 (pg. 133 #s 21-28)

Determine if the function is linear or not; IF IT IS LINEAR – write the equation 
(calculate slope, look at table for y-intercept)

**need to add/subtract by the same number**

Ex.
X Y

-2 0

-1 2

0 4

1 6

2 8



#2 – Section 1 (pg. 132 #s 13-20 a, b, e)

Given an equation a) find slope and y-intercept, b) determine if increasing or 
decreasing or constant, c) graph the equation

Ex. 

f(x) = -3x + 4



#3 – Section 1

Given information  a) use information to write a linear equation, b/c) use 
equation to plug in information to find output or input, d) find implied domain 

Ex.
Salary is $20,000 per year plus 2% of total annual sales.
a) Equation  S = .02x + 20000

a)   Had total sales of 800,000. What was their salary? 
S = .02(800000) + 20000 $36,000

a) What would they have to sell to earn $70,000?
70000 = .02x + 20000  $2,500,000

a) What is the implied domain?
{x| x ≥ 0}     [All real positive]



#4 – Section 3 (pg. 152 - #s 19-28)
Graphing the quadratic function using transformations (already in vertex form) 

Basic: (-1, 1) (0, 0) (1, 1) ***KNOW THESE – I WON’T TELL YOU THEM ON 
THE TEST!!!!***

Right/left first, stretch/compress/reflect second, up/down last 

Ex. f(x) = -2(x + 4)2 + 3

+4  left 4  (-5, 1) (-4, 0) (-3, 1)

-2  s/r  (-5, -2) (-4, 0) (-3, -2)

+3  up 3  (-5, 1) (-4, 3) (-3, 1)



#5 – Section 3 (pg. 152 #s 29-42)

Graphing the quadratic function (use steps) 
open up/down, vertex, A.O.S., y-int. (plug in 0 for x), x-int. (set equation = 
0), domain, range, increasing, decreasing 

Ex. f(x) = x2 – 3x + 7

Opens: UP (a = positive) X-Intercept:

Vertex:
Y-intercept:

A.O.S.:



#5 CONTINUED – Section 3 (pg. 152 #s 29-42)

Graphing the quadratic function (use steps) 
open up/down, vertex, A.O.S., y-int. (plug in 0 for x), x-int. (set equation = 
0), domain, range, increasing, decreasing 

Ex. f(x) = x2 – 3x + 7

Domain:

Range:

Increasing:

Decreasing:



#6 – Section 3 (pg. 152 #s 43-48)

Given the graph of a quadratic function, need to write equation

y = a(x – h)2 + k  plug in vertex (h, k) and one other ordered pair (x, y) to solve 
for a  write final equation using only a, h, and k

Ex.



#7/8 – Section 3 (pg. 152 #s 49-56)

Given a quadratic equation  need to decide if there is a minimum or maximum 
and what the min/max is

** -a  opens down max; a  open up minimum
** find vertex to find what the min/max is

Ex.  f(x) = 2x2 – 4x + 3 f(x) = -x2 + 6x – 4 



#9/10 – Section 5 (pg. 166 #s 7-22)

Given a quadratic inequality  “solve”  put in graphing calculator 1) looking for 
the zeros to help write inequality if less than, greater than, etc. to 0; 2) two 
equations (something on both sides), put on one side and find the zeros

Ex. x2 + 5x – 10 < 0 x2 ≥ 8x + 3


